THE UPWOOD VILLAGE HALL PANTO : ROBIN HOOD AND
THE BABES IN THE WOOD
Director : Martin Muir
The achievements of Societies performing in difficult village
venues never cease to surprise and impress me. The limitations of
Upwood Village Hall are obvious but quickly forgotten when
confronted with the positive enthusiasm and commitment of this
community group celebrating their fifteenth anniversary of annual
pantomimes.
The pace was fast, the humour infectious and the scenery and
presentation effective. I liked the special touches such as the
spinning head, the archery contest, the use of strobe and the
varied dance routines. The relatively small cast, of all ages,
created a large sound musically and the number opening Act 2
was particularly effective. This is a good choice of story for a
pantomime containing all the necessary ingredients and focussing
on the plight of relatively helpless children at the hands of their
uncle, the wicked Sheriff of Nottingham, played with great panache
by Director, Martin Muir.
At the forefront of all the action were Dee Smith as a very versatile
Nurse Nora and Carole Spibey as a heroic Robin Hood. Both of
these performers created very strong and likeable characters with
great good humour. They were well supported by David Honour as
the sympathetic but dim Herman and Hannah Butson as a
charming and melodic Maid Marian. Once again, Doug McLeod
and Geoff Dudley had some memorably funny moments and Sam
Richter and Emily Howard also impressed. The two Babes at the
performance I attended were Hanna Flisher and Harry Butson who
provided plenty of the aaah factor combined with a keen sense of
humour and stage presence Altogether a very enjoyable
experience.
Michael G Williamson
Noda Rep : District 1
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